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Abstract:

y,

As critical assets supporting our growing digital economy, data centers are embarrassingly notorious for their 
huge energy appetites, stirring serious sustainability concerns. While the progress towards data center 
sustainability is encouraging, the existing multifaceted efforts have been dominantly focused on centrally-
managed data centers, where operators manage both IT computing resources and data center facilities. 
Nonetheless, a large data center is typically multi-tenant and houses multiple tenants or business units that 
independently manage their IT computing resources in shared space, while the data center operator is only 
responsible for facility management (e.g., cooling). The "distributed" operation model rooted in multi-tenant 
data centers invalidates many of the existing centralized approaches for data center sustainability. Even 
worse, combined with the prevailing power-based and/or flat-rate pricing model between data center operator 
and tenants, it creates a "split incentive" hurdle: data center operator desires sustainability, but tenants may 
not. 

I thi t lk I ill t fi t f it ki d t d ki lti t t d t t t i bl I ti l IIn this talk, I will present a first-of-its-kind study on making multi-tenant data center sustainable. In particular, I 
will focus on breaking the "split incentive" hurdle and propose a new operation framework, called GreenColo, 
which includes an online incentive mechanism as its core and unifies the divergent interests of data center 
operator and tenants for sustainability. I will demonstrate both analytically and empirically that GreenColo can 
effectively reduce data center energy consumption as well as carbon footprint while incurring no additionaleffectively reduce data center energy consumption as well as carbon footprint while incurring no additional 
cost compared to the no-incentive baseline case. Finally, I will turn to a smart grid environment and extend 
GreenColo to engage multi-tenant data center into demand response, unleashing its potential to achieve 
sustainability for the entire power grid. 
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